CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings of this research, it was concluded that:

1. Four types of simile they were “like” (119), “as if ” (69), as (66), “as...as” (18), and as though was not found in At First Sight novel

2. Five reasons of using simile in the novel they were :
   a) to enhance all words by adding portrayal and original,
   b) offer personal experience and emotional hook,
   c) make the sentences more creatively and shorter,
   d) add great depth and imagery, and to create a powerful mental pictures

B. Suggestion

After doing this research, and finding the result, some suggestions are forwarding as follow:

1. For readers, this research can be used to enrich knowledge about simile and how is the simile itself will apply in daily communication, learning simile is important like speaking in daily life, we don’t need to say too much, or other explanations in longer because we make it simple in simile. So, understanding simile needed by all people who wants to encourage theirself to be competent.

2. For further researcher, this research can be used as a reference for further research about analysis of simile